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Love MINECRAFT? **Over 57,000 words of kid-friendly fun, and original illustrations!**This

high-quality fan fiction fantasy diary book is for kids, teens, and nerdy grown-ups who love to read

epic stories about their favorite game!FOUR Minecraft Diary Books in ONE!!!Book 1 - Diary of a

Creeper KingEver heard of the Creeper King, mighty Cth'ka?Read the adventure diary of a young

creeper who was looking for a way to protect himself without blowing up!When Cth'ka the Creeper

and Skeleton Steve leave the forest to ask the local witch for help, they are soon on a long and

dangerous journey to find a secret artifact that will allow Cth'ka the power to move blocks with his

mind! But will the difficulty of traveling across the Minecraft world, a village under attack, hiding from

a fully-armored killer hero, and finding the way to a hidden stronghold be too much for a creeper and

his skeleton companion to handle?Book 2 - Diary of a Teenage Zombie VillagerDevdan wasn't your

typical teenager.He was a Minecraft villager.And he was a zombie.He spent his days and nights

doing zombie stuff.The zombie Devdan couldn't even remember his name anymore, that is, until he

was visited by the pet cat he had when he was alive. Now, along with Skeleton Steve's help,

Devdan sets out with his long-lost kitty to remember who he is and find his village home. But how

will he find the way? And what will he do if he gets there? Will Devdan be destined to roam the

Minecraft world as a zombie villager forever?Book 3 - Diary of a Chicken JockeyWhen you think of

the rare 'Chicken Jockey', have you ever heard the CHICKEN'S story?Wild and free spirited, this

chicken liked her normal life of eating seeds, running around in the grasslands, and playing in the

river. But unlike the other chickens in her flock, she was bored! Her life was about to change when a

strange and small zombie knight named Sir Zebulon chose her to be his chicken battle steed and

named her 'Cluckington'. And now, this highly independent chicken would try everything to get rid of

the zombie knight who took over her life. Would she ever find her freedom? Or would she grow to

respect the gallant Sir Zebulon and his knight's code?Book 4 - Diary of a Lone WolfDakota was a

young wolf, happy with his life in a wolf pack in the taiga forest where he was born. Almost

fully-grown, Dakota was fast and loved to run. He had friends, loved his mother, respected his

alpha, and had a crush on a young female pack-mate.But his life was about to change forever when

his pack was attacked by the Glitch, a mysterious and invincible horde of mobs that appeared and

started killing everything in their path!Now, he was a lone wolf. With the help of Skeleton Steve,

would he ever belong to another pack again? Would they escape the Glitch and warn the rest of

Diamodia?Love Minecraft adventure??Buy this BUNDLE of books and read the first collection of

Skeleton Steve and the Noob Mobs TODAY!Join the Skeleton Steve Club! Check out my main

website for details--it's in the book.(Get free Minecraft goodies, tips, books, maps, skins, seeds, and



more!)Author's Note: This is an unofficial Minecraft book. Minecraft is a registered trademark of, and

owned by, Mojang AB, and its respective owners, which do not approve, endorse, sponsor, or

authorize this book.MinecraftÂ®/TM & Â© 2009-2016 Mojang AB/Notch***Tags: Minecraft Book,

game fiction, Minecraft Books for Kids and Teens, minecraft games, game stories, game books,

game story books, minecraft tips, minecraft secrets handbook, Minecraft Stories, kids books,

minecraft free, minecraft xbox, minecraft story mode, minecraft handbook free, minecraft

creepypasta
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Obviously the premise of the story is based on the Wimpy Kid series, so you're basically getting a

point-of-view story in diary form. The chapters are broken down into days and are short and easy to

read. You might find some typos throughout the book, but nothing awful (that's the only reason I

gave it 4 stars instead of 5). My son is 6 and could probably read these on his own (he's a strong



reader) but he preferred having it read aloud to him. And I must say, I enjoyed reading it, too! There

were some cute and funny parts that made me chuckle out loud (you will especially appreciate it if

you are an adult Minecraft fan). I particularly appreciated that the author kept the storyline light and

funny, and that almost all ages could appreciate it. Some of the other Minecraft fiction out there is

not geared toward the younger crowd, but this one, in my opinion, is safe for everyone.

Dear SS I love your books, but this is a new level. Four of you books in one!! And its cheap, too! I

would also like to say that the books in this bundlu are some of the best. Let me summarize

one.Dakota-This is about a wolf with his pack fighting group of mobs called the glitch. He loses his

whole pack in battle therefore becoming a lone wolf. On his quest to survive, he meets other wolf

stragglers. He quickly befriends. Then, Steve tames them, and they continue on the the journey to

defeat the dreaded glitch. Awesome, right? Yes it IS!!!!!!! There are three more action-packed

stories in here, also with suspense, humor, action, and more. So Skeleton Steve, I think you are on

my top 5 list of authors. Your dedication to make books that readers love really shows in the quality.

A must buy and read. Sincerely,MantisFang887/EpicDrago887/SnailMMSBTW, can I be in a book?

Use any of the usernames. Thx so much! Also can I be in the reviewers list?? Thx again!!!!

I bought this for my 8yr old son because I want him to get into reading books and since he loves

minecraft I said hey let's give it and he loves it!!! I was searching for a book that would keep him

entertained and this book delivers that. I read a couple of reviews and one mother said that the book

was kind of funny and was making her son laugh so I wanted to see if it was really real . I caught my

son laughing at times and he also came to me a couple of times to tell me about what was

happening in the story.

This book is amazing! Best minecraft book ever. It is really cute and my mom loves it! In some sort

of way it teaches a life lesson. I forgot it because I read this book a long time ago, but still, I remeber

how good it is. Thankfully, I have kindle unlimited so it was free. But I would have bought it any way!

I have read the series. This was my face before reading the book. This was my face after I read it.

:D My mind is blown away by this book. Love it!

My son was pleased to receive this book from this year. He loves everything Minecraft, and this

didn't disappoint. he was smitten, and hasn't put it down. He loves that the zombie talks in a familiar,

relatable voice for a child. It made him giggle out loud a few times. If your child loves Minecraft and



enjoys reading, this is definitely a fun purchase

I gave it a five star rating because it is really interesting and it makes u see zombies are not that

mean. One thing I do wish is that the book was WAY longer I finished it in 40 minutes. But I think

you should get it and read it but they have to always be free cause I'm not going to pay money for a

book I can reed in 40 minutes.

This is a great deal! 4 different Minecraft stories, all of them good. The stories are also available by

themselves, but it's nice to have them together. My son and I loved this book!

I learned new things about the book. It was very easy to read this book, I like the book so, I finished

the whole book because it was nice like real life.It was really amazing! Thank you.
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